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 YOU CAN SEE THE DIFFERENCE“
“



GENERAL PRECAUTIONS

INCLUDED MATERIALS

If cleaning is required, use a dry microfiber cloth.  Do not use chemical 
cleaners on any parts.

1. Primary gauges with lens
2. Auxiliary gauges with lenses
3. Two (2) turn indicator lights with 

green lenses
4. Two (2) turn indicator light retainers
5. High beam light with blue lens
6. Parking brake light with red lens
7. Four (4) 8-32 x 3/4” screws for the 

primary gauge housing
8. Six (6) 8-32 x 3/8” screws for the 

auxiliary gauge housings and 
indicator light housing (two are in 
place in the auxiliary gauge 
housings)
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9. PCB plug with wiring harness

10. USB drive for calibration
11. Two (2) 2-3/8” diameter x 3/8”     

foam gaskets for the auxiliary 
gauge housings

12. 5” diameter x 3/4” gasket for the 
primary gauge housing



TOOLS & SUPPLIES NEEDED
1. A 3/32” Allen wrench
2. Removable thread locker

STEP 1

Place the factory housing face down on a flat surface.  

Place the foam gaskets into the channels in the chrome bezels as shown below.
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Note: All shaded (gray) parts throughout the manual are customer supplied.
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STEP 2
Next, insert the auxiliary gauges and primary gauges into the factory housing 
while making sure the fastening holes line up properly.

Note: The rounded triangular 
shape on the bottom of each gauge 
housing corresponds with the same 
shape on the original instrument 
panel (see image at right).

Note: The auxiliary gauges are 
interchangeable in the original 
instrument panel.  It’s your choice 
as to their placement.
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STEP 3
Use four (4) 8-32 x 3/4” screws to secure the primary gauges in the original 
housing.

Use two (2) 8-32 x 3/8” screws to secure each of the auxiliary gauges in the 
original housing-two are in place and ready to tighten.

Note: Use a small amount of removable thread lock on all gauge mounting screws.
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FACTORY LIGHT SOCKETS

STEP 4
Place the GREEN turn indicator lenses into the factory light sockets and insert 
into the factory housing.

Place the RED parking brake lens into either the left or right-hand factory 
socket and insert into the factory housing.  The parking brake lens and the high 
beam lens are interchangeable.

Place the BLUE high beam lens into the other inner socket and insert into the 
factory housing.
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FACTORY LIGHT SOCKETS



TURN INDICATOR
LIGHT RETAINER

STEP 5
Insert the high beam light and parking brake light into the original indicator 
light housings from the front.  Insert the turn indicator lights into the original 
indicator housing from the back.  Make sure the registration marks line up.  

Fasten the indicator light assemblies with the turn indicator light retainers 
using the remaining 8-32 x 3/8” screws.
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8-32 x 3/8”
SCREW
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PCB TO AUXILIARY GAUGE CONNECTIONS
When attaching the ribbon wires, make sure each ribbon goes to the correct port. 

The wiring ribbons that connect the PCB in the main housing to the drives in the 
auxiliary housings come attached to their respective ports in the main housing.

Do not disconnect them as it is difficult to reconnect them.

The connections are labeled with the port they connect to on the auxiliary gauge 
housings. 
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LED WIRING INSTRUCTIONS

PCB HARNESS PLUG PIN OUT

Connect all black wires to ground.  Connect all other labelled wire leads to 
corresponding input wire.

IMPORTANT: The grounds for the gauges should ideally be isolated from 
your other wiring grounds, and securely connected to a good ground.

PIN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

WIRE COLOR
BLACK 
RED
ORANGE
WHITE with BLUE TRACE
BLACK
WHITE
BLACK
N/A
YELLOW
BROWN
BLACK
BLUE
GREEN
N/A
N/A
N/A

DESCRIPTION
NEGATIVE GROUND
SWITCHED IGNITION POWER
+12V OUTPUT
SPEEDOMETER SIGNAL INPUT
NEGATIVE GROUND
TACHOMETER SIGNAL INPUT
NEGATIVE GROUND
N/A
+5V OUTPUT
OIL PRESSURE SIGNAL INPUT
GROUND
FUEL SIGNAL INPUT
TEMP SIGNAL INPUT
N/A
N/A
N/A

UNUSED IN THIS 
APPLICATION

UNUSED IN THIS 
APPLICATION

NOTES
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PCB WIRING HARNESS CONNECTIONS
Use the following pin out list to connect the instrumentation harness wires to 
the correct function wires.

The harness plugs directly into the PCB port on the back of the primary gauges.  

Soldered connections are highly recommended for all wire-to-wire connections.



INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION
The information to calibrate your instruments is contained in the thumb drive 
that came with the set.  It is the heart of the operating system for the gauges so 
keep it in a safe place when it is not in use.

Your oil pressure, volt and temperature settings have been preset and should 
require no adjustment.  If they are not accurate, please contact us for 
calibration instructions.

Your tachometer should also be ready to use, but if it does not display the 
proper RPM, please contact us for assistance.

To calibrate your fuel gauge, put the thumb drive in your computer and open 
the con2r_c file.  

When the file opens, enter the values for your fuel level sending unit 
appropriately and save on the thumb drive with the same file name and file 
type: ‘con2r_c.csv’. (CSV is short for comma separated values.)  Do not enter 
any other values in any other boxes. 

Close the program, properly eject the thumb drive, and with the power to the 
vehicle OFF, put the thumb drive into your instrument set.  

Turn vehicle power on, and wait at least ten (10) seconds before shutting the 
vehicle power off and removing the thumb drive.
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WARNING:

PUTTING POWER TO A GROUND CONNECTION 
WILL DESTROY THE PCB.



To calibrate your speedometer, put the thumb drive in your computer and open 
the con2r_c file.  

When the file opens, enter the values for your tire size, rear end ratio and your 
transmission pulse generator.   

Save on the thumb drive with the same file name and file type: ‘con2r_c.csv’. 
(CSV is short for comma separated values.)  

Close the program, properly eject the thumb drive, and with the power to the 
vehicle OFF, put the thumb drive into your instrument set.  

Turn vehicle power on, and wait at least ten (10) seconds before shutting the 
vehicle power off and removing the thumb drive.  

SPEEDOMETER CALIBRATION
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Test your speedometer reading for accuracy by using a GPS reading, driving a 
measured mile or by having someone pace you with an accurate speedometer 
reading.  If your speedometer is not reading accurately, note the speed 
indicated and the actual speed you are checking against. 

With your indicated and actual speeds noted, put the thumb drive back into the 
computer. In the ‘Speedometer’ section, you will see two (2) fields under 
‘Calibration’ where you can enter in your actual and indicated speeds 
correspondingly.  Enter them in and save on the thumb drive with the same file 
name and file type: ‘con2r_c.csv’. (CSV is short for comma separated 
values.) 

Close the program, properly eject the thumb drive, and with the power to the 
vehicle OFF, put the thumb drive back into your instrument set.  

Turn vehicle power on, and wait at least 10 seconds before shutting the vehicle 
power off and removing the thumb drive.

SPEEDOMETER ADJUSTMENT
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TROUBLESHOOTING
If there are any questions or concerns, please contact CON2R:

6590 FALLBROOK PLACE, BEAVERTON, OR 97008

TEL 503.626.6390
FAX 503.646.0685

INFO@CON2R.COM
WWW.CON2R.COM


